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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 

NOVEMBER 2021

The Port Macquarie-Hastings community raves about the Bobcat Formation that happens every Saturday morning over Port 
Macquarie. I had the pleasure of interviewing Bobcat Leader, Dr. David Cooke where he shares how Bobcat started, the pilots in 
the Bobcat Formation and what it was all about that got the community excited.

I was with Pilot Steve Woodham, Bobcat 5, one windy Saturday morning so you can imagine that it was difficult to hold the 
camera steady. All 6 pilots that Saturday were flying different aircraft, so maintaining constant speed to do the formation was a 
challenge and requires full concentration. It was a wonder how David was able to speak to Peter Rasmussen of ABC Radio Mid 
North Coast at the same time taking him through the flying event. That interview was aired on 95.5FM on Friday 29th October 
7.20am. The pilots were very disciplined and never take their eyes off the other plane as you can imagine, they’re only half a 
second away from each other so maintaining that constant speed is critical.

For those keen to learn to fly, flying scholarships are now open to those age 14 to 20 years: www.hdfc.com.au/flying-scholarships

Members of HDFC had a very enjoyable restaurant night on Friday 29th Oct at Noshtalgia. Their lamb shank was something you 
could die for.

The HDFC Awards Night is coming up soon on Saturday 27th Nov 6pm at HDFC hangar. So register early: www.hdfc.com.au/
event-details/2021-awards-presentation-and-dinner. We have a record number of flying students. We need working bees for 
general club house and hanger cleaning in preparation for the presentation dinner on Saturday 13th Nov from 8am.  

The 2022 HDFC calendar is now on sale plus club polo shirts. Order them now: www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/HDFC-2022-
Double-A4-Hanging-Calendars-p158904447

I would like you to continue to send me stories or feedback on Propwash. 
Please write to the editor@hdfc.com.au

Happy Reading,
Veronica Lind, Editor, HDFC

VERONICA LIND, Editor, Marketing and 
Communications for HDFC

Veronica Lind next to the Sonex aircraft that Steve 
Woodham built. He was Bobcat #5 in the formation. 
Photographer: Mick Sheppo
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT NOV 2021 
Originally scheduled for August, the postponed HDFC Annual General Meeting 
finally occurred on Wednesday 22nd September. Despite Covid restrictions there 
was still a healthy representation of members. Following are snippets from my report 
outlining activities during the past 12 months.

• The Covid impact on the club has been negligible in most areas of operation. 
Social activities were the exception.

• Aircraft utilisation increased to 1,248 hours

• Membership remains in excess of 160 and growing with 59 new members

• Club finances remain buoyant with a healthy surplus

• The Sling aircraft are proving very popular with members

• A Foxbat aircraft has been cross-hired on a six month trial. The rental agreement 
will be reviewed mid  November

• Ray Lind was appointed CFI following the retirement of Steve Smith from the 
position

• The Flight Training School passed its RAAus audit with flying colours

• Flight training achievements included 15 first solos, 5 Pilot Certificates, 3 
Passenger Endorsements, 1 Cross Country, 1 Gyroplane solo and 1 Command 
Instrument Rating

• Club awards were presented to David Cooke (Pilot of the Year), Steve Smith 
(Clubperson of the Year), Jacob Dowd (Student Pilot of the Year) and Rod 
Davison (Aviator Award)

• 16 flying scholarship applications were received. Successful candidates were 
Liam Ross and Jayden Barker

• Several fun flying events still occurred including Pilot Proficiency Days, the Tri 
Club Competition, Fly & Spy, Kempsey Fly-In breakfast and a CASA seminar

• Following stakeholder meetings Port Macquarie Hastings Council (PMHC) 
formulated a Fly Neighbourly Agreement

• Aircraft maintenance is ongoing with 12 scheduled 100 hourly’s along with 
continuous unscheduled maintenance

Rod Davison, 
President, HDFC.

Ed Godschalk’s photo over Port Macquarie at Sunset 
was featured in SportPilot Magazine

http://hdfc.com.au/
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT JUNE 2021

• The HDFC Open Day proved highly successful. Attendance by the Roulettes certainly helped entice a large crowd

• The club hangar was rebirthed early in the year, funded by a NSW Government grant and the HDFC

Welcome to our two new committee persons, Jon Bown and Steve Schwartz. They replace Mike Bullock and Mark Crawford who 
have both served on committee for many years. Thanks Mike and Mark. Portfolio wise, Jon will become the aircraft maintenance 
co-ordinator with Steve Smith moving to facilities manager. Steve Schwartz will step into the activities co-ordinator role.

The AGM proved the perfect platform for members to become involved in an in-depth discussion relating to the acquisition 
of another aircraft. Comments were also canvassed from those not in attendance. Following consideration of all input the 
committee has voted to proceed with the purchase of a new Sling 2 aircraft. Delivery will occur mid-2022.

A new engine has been installed into Sling 23-1624. The changeover cost following the sale of the old engine was 
approximately $24,000. Reports indicate the new engine is performing very well already logging 50 hours.

Time is running out for those wishing to apply for a HDFC flying scholarship. With applications closing on Friday 12th 
November, I seek your help in spreading the word. Designed to encourage youth into aviation, the scholarship is age restricted 
to those between 14 and 20. An added feature this year will be the inclusion of an RAAus membership. This is due to Clyde 
and Sue Stubbs donating their Fly & Spy winnings from earlier this year. Thanks Sue and Clyde. Full scholarship details and 
the application process are found on the HDFC website. Whilst talking of scholarships, congratulations to Bruce Dunlop on 
obtaining an RAAus  flight instructor scholarship. Well done Bruce.

The annual Presentation Dinner will again be conducted in the hangar. Not only providing a great atmosphere, the hangar will 
allow the space for what is expected to be a mammoth awards evening. Everyone is invited to this highly enjoyable event of the 
year. To help with catering please register early but not after the 21st November. This is a week before the event.

In closing, I would  encourage members to become actively involved in our club. Help in maintaining clean and tidy aircraft, 
hangar and clubhouse is always appreciated. Check rosters but always feel free to chip in when a need arises. With the return of 
social activities please do not be a stranger. Join in the fun. Lastly, be proud of your club and show your support by wearing club 
apparel. New polo shirts are being ordered late this week. Order yours now.

Safe and enjoyable flying

Rod Davison, President, HDFC

President@hdfc.com.au

http://hdfc.com.au/
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PORT MACQUARIE 
BOBCAT FORMATION
VERONICA LIND
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BOBCAT FORMATION: 
AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH BOBCAT 
FORMATION LEADER DR. DAVID COOKE

If you look to the skies every Saturday 
morning when in the Port Macquarie, 
Lake Cathie and Bonny Hills areas then, 
weather permitting, you will be treated 
to a dazzling air show performance 
by some of the most experienced and 
impressive pilots around!

The enthralling and daring performance 
is thanks to a collection of pilots known 
as the Bobcats who soar through 
the clouds in their colourful aircrafts 
in impeccable formation, thrilling 
observers on the ground. 

The Bobcat Formation was started 
in 2009 by former flying doctor and 
Airforce pilot Dr David Cooke. David was 
joined by friend and former Navy pilot 
Alan Bradtke and the two members of 
the Hastings District Flying Club would 

indulge in casual formation flying, more 
as a hobby than anything else. After a 
chance meeting with fellow pilot Greg 
Kemp back in 2013, the nucleus of the 
Bobcat Formation evolved in time into 
the seven-strong set-up it is today.

“I’m pilot number one,” says David with a 
smile. “That doesn’t mean I am any more 
important than any of the other pilots, 
just that I lead the formation and am 
therefore the first pilot to take to the air.”

Flying has always been in David’s blood 
and his family has a rich tradition in the 
aviation industry; his grandfather was 
an instructor in Bristol Box Kites during 
the First World War and his father was a 
Spitfire pilot in the Second World War. 
Both his boys are jet captains.

“After my father died, 
my mother married 
another pilot in 1945,” 
explains David. “He 
was killed and then she 
married a third pilot. 
The day I came home at 
the age of 16 and said 
to her that the Air Force 
was teaching me to fly 
she burst into tears!”

David, a GP for 55 years, who also served 
as a Flying Doctor, was recognised with 
a Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) 
for his service to medicine and aviation 
in the Queen’s Birthday honours list last 
year – something he is, understandably, 
incredibly proud of.

Dr. David Cooke, leader of the Bobcat Formation (photo: Veronica Lind)

PORT MACQUARIE BOBCAT FORMATION - VERONICA LIND

http://hdfc.com.au/
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MASTERS OF THE SKIES

Today, in addition to David in his 
DeHavilland Chipmunk aircraft and 
Alan in his KR2 which he built himself, 
there is Bobcat 3, Rod Hall in his Sling 4 
who used to perform aerobatics in his 
jet fighter, and Bobcat 4 John Hayler in 
his RV7 who practised formation flying 
in the Zimbabwean Air Force; Bobcat 
5 is navigated by Steve Woodham who 
built his own Sonex aircraft, Bobcat 6 is 
flown by Peter Fowler and Bobcat 7 by 
Anthony D’Angelo.

“Although there are seven of us in total, 
we only ever have six taking to the skies 
at one time,” commented David. “Who 
flies each weekend often depends on 
who is available although we never take 
more than six planes up.”

These masters of the skies absolutely 
know their craft and they truly 
understand the dangerous nature of 
what they undertake. 

“Despite having different backgrounds, 
all the pilots are experienced and really 
know what they are doing,” says David.

“Alan is ex-Navy who still does aircraft 
maintenance work. Rod Hall used to sell 
jet fighter rides here in Port Macquarie, 
John Hayler is a retired Airbus  captain 
from Cathay Pacific with 24,000 hours of 
flying time under his belt who learned 
formation flying with the Rhodesian Air 
Force and Steve Woodham built his 
own Sonex aircraft and therefore has 
intrinsic knowledge. Similarly, Anthony 
Angelo and Peter Fowler are both 
senior instructors.

“We originally had Greg Kemp fly with 
us as well but he moved to Queensland 
so he is unable to join us anymore. 
He was an instructor for the Australian 
Aviation College in Port Macquarie.” 

‘INCREDIBLE CONCENTRATION 
LEVELS’

Planning is key to the formation’s 
success as the different aircraft have 
different speed performances, unlike 
in the Airforce where every craft is 
uniform. The Bobcats often fly only 
one second and 15 metres apart and 
so need to be fully synchronised in 
establishing and maintaining the 
correct speed and distance to avoid any 
potentially disastrous mishaps.

PORT MACQUARIE BOBCAT FORMATION - VERONICA LIND

Photographer: Mick Sheppo

Photographer: Veronica Lind
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“When you’re flying so close to 
one another you need incredible 
concentration levels,” says David. “Unless 
you’re leading the formation you are not 
constantly looking at your instruments 
but instead focusing on keeping your 
wings level with the pilot next to you – all 
you concentrate on is the plane next to 
you and nothing else. You’re about half a 
second from potentially running into him 
so the highest levels of concentration are 
required, particularly when conditions 
are a bit bumpy.”

Typically David leads the formation 
out and usually Rod will lead back in 
to landing, although whoever takes 
the lead is the one in control with the 
paramount position of responsibility. 

“Whoever is leading calls the shots at 
all times and the rest of the formation 
follow,” adds David. “Sometimes I will 
lead, sometimes Rod, John or Steve 
and we will often change mid-flight. But 
whoever leads will set the formation, 
set the tempo and call out to any other 
traffic in the area.”

As part of the planning process, the 
pilots will have an in-depth briefing 
session every Saturday morning prior to 
them taking to the skies. The addition 
of an iPad app has helped with the 
planning, from the order of take-off 
positions to any mid-flight manoeuvres 
when changing position.

“It helps considerably when aligning the 
aircrafts next to or behind one another,” 
comments David. “Sometimes we 

arrange in an arrowhead formation and 
we will often have two planes pull up 
and come back down again. The route 
each Saturday morning is relatively 
standard whereby we will head out over 
the town and the river mouth area, over 
Lake Cathie and then turn up along 
the coast to the lighthouse then back 
over the general area around the town 
for about half an hour before we come 
back and form a smooth long line in 
order to land.”

Any new potential pilots looking to join 
the Bobcats need to have undergone 
thorough training before even being 
considered.

“There is a basic course of five hours 
with an appropriate instructor first and 
foremost,” explains David. “Some will 
head down to Maitland in the Hunter 
Valley to train although several pilots 
have been trained locally by John 
Hayler. However, we wouldn’t consider 
anyone new joining unless they have 
had at least 10 hours of formation 
specific flying. We would then undertake 
practice sessions, perhaps just two 
planes up there so the person can get 
used to flying so close to another plane. 
Any new pilot would then be added to 
the end of the stream when we go up. 
And then gradually as we get to trust 
the new pilot, and they get to trust us, 
we can move him or her into position.”

FLYING EVENTS

David and his colleagues are all 
incredibly proud of the Bobcat 

Formation and how it entertains 
countless observers each weekend and 
on special occasions such as ANZAC 
day – they have even performed as part 
of funeral.

“When you’ve got a formation going 
over, where someone has died, you 
take one of the aeroplanes out and 
you leave that space and it’s called the 
missing man and you fly like that. It’s a 
mark of respect.”

‘COOL NAMES’

The final question we pose to David is 
around the actual name Bobcat itself 
and how it came about. 

“Bobcat comes from Alan,” he replies 
with a laugh. “Whereas I started the 
whole thing, Alan was a military guy 
where it has always been the norm for 
cool names to be assigned to pilots 
rather than numbers, which can get 
confusing. It’s like in the movie Top Gun 
where Tom Cruise’s character is called 
Maverick. Alan was named Bobcat 
when he was in the Navy and we just 
adopted that name. It’s funny as I didn’t 
know until recently that the bobcat is 
actually an animal!”

Animals aside, thanks to the passion 
and skill of pilots like David there are 
now seven Bobcats, a maximum of 
six of whom are up in the skies each 
Saturday morning so make sure you 
take time to marvel at these magnificent 
men in their flying machines at the first 
chance you get!

PORT MACQUARIE BOBCAT FORMATION - VERONICA LIND

Photographer: Mick Sheppo
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BSAP PRAW TRAINING 
DAY MIKADO FARM. 
MATPROV.
BOB NEEDHAM  

http://hdfc.com.au/
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So, it was decided to do a training day 
at “Mikado farm”, Robin Watson’s place 
near Bulawayo. The idea was for the 
Bulawayo PRAW pilots and observers to 
get in some air to ground firing practice 
with the .303 Browning machine gun.  
While a 45-gallon drum target was 
being set up in one of the farm dams 
and Dave Owen our regular BSAP P.O. 
armourer was setting up the gun in Pat 
Wesson’s Cherokee 6, Robin suggested 
that while we waited the two of us fly 
together in his vee tailed Bonanza. It was 
decided that at the same time I could 
conduct his annual PRAW check flight 
which was about due.  I jumped at the 
chance as I was rather keen to see how 
the aeroplane’s twin underslung ex RRAF 
Spitfire .303 machine guns affected its 
performance. I also rather hoped Robin 
might even give me an airborne demo 
of the machine guns. So it seemed like 
the day was starting off with a bang but 
fortunately for Robin and me, it did not.

BSAP PRAW TRAINING DAY MIKADO FARM. MATPROV. - BOB NEEDHAM

L to R. - Alan Winter my Observer/Gunner (also an accomplished artist), Warwick Norval with a belt of .303 machine gun bullets on his 
shoulder. Mike Garde Bulawayo Flight Commander. Unknown person in aeroplane and me 

(Check and Training Officer for the PRAW Bulawayo Flight).  Note the handsome handlebar moustache.

Two members of the Bulawayo Flight sheltering from the sun under the wing of Robin 
Watson’s Bonanza. Showing the Spitfire machine gun under the right wing

http://hdfc.com.au/
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We were quickly aloft and the first 
thing I called for on the test was for 
Robin to demonstrate a basic stall 
and a standard recovery. Off came 
the power the nose was gently raised, 
and we approached the stall. So far so 
good. Then about 5 Knots before the 
stall and with the stall warning going 
off, I heard a rumble, rumble sound 
followed by a sharp metallic clunk 
at the point of stall. Then as Robin 
demonstrated a very sound minimum 
height loss recovery by quickly 
lowering the nose and applying full 
power, I distinctly heard the same 
rumble, rumble clunk sound again. 
Although I knew Robin had checked 
for loose objects and secured a bag 
in the back before commencing the 
flight clearly there was something 
loose floating about in the aeroplane. 
On pointing this out to Robin he 
nonchalantly replied, “Oh that will be 
my bag of hand grenades in the back 
that has come loose again”. “Just hop 
in the back and grab the bag and I’ll 

Me crouching with 3 other Bulawayo Flight aircrew standing in front of Robin Watson’s Bonanza fitted with 
underslung ex WW2  RRAF Spitfire .303 machine guns. The one on the left wing is  clearly shown in the picture.

Flight Commander Mike Gard with two 15 Kg. Fragmentation bombs mounted on the port 
undercarriage leg of Colin Bickle’s Turbo Stationair Cessna 206.

BSAP PRAW TRAINING DAY MIKADO FARM. MATPROV. - BOB NEEDHAM

http://hdfc.com.au/
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show you how it works”. Normally it 
is very difficult to get into the back of 
a Bonanza from the front seat but as 
you might imagine  I was in the back 
in a blur, grabbed the bag of hand 
grenades and was strapped back in 
the front in a trice. At the same time I 
politely declined his offer of a grenade 
launch demonstration, mumbling 
something about running late with the 
training exercise. 

The reason for my refusal was that I had 
heard that Robin’s method of launching 
the Mills Grenade was to pull out the 
striker retaining lever safety pin in the 
cockpit, prevent the  lever from being 
released with his other hand and then 
stuff the grenade down a tube in the 
cockpit leading to the underside of 
the aeroplane. The diameter of the 
tube was such that it prevented the 
striker retaining lever from releasing. 
Apparently, he then poked a broom 
handle down the tube and pushed the 
grenade out of the underside of the 
aeroplane. This then released the striker 
retaining lever thus arming the grenade 
which would explode ten seconds 
later. All this whilst flying the aeroplane 
at low level with his other hand. The 
consequences of accidentally dropping 
an armed grenade in the cockpit did 
not bear thinking about.

I finished up Robin’s check ride with a 
couple of max rate turns a simulated 
forced landing and some very hairy 
low-level contour flying as only an ex-
WW2 ground attack fighter pilot can do 
it. All this being done with me tightly 
clutching a bag of 4 hand grenades to 
my chest. 

The day wore on and finally it was my 
turn to have a go at “The Gun”. Great 
fun. We flew in circles round the dam, 
and I used the bullet splashes in the 
water like tracer to walk the rounds 
up to the target. Now Rhodesian DRP 
camo trousers used to have button 
flies and one of my buttons was 
missing. You could say that it was an 
open invitation and sure enough after 
blasting away at the target for some 
minutes a red hot doppie flew through 
the opening and lodged itself in my 
groin. I caught a glimpse of Pat Wesson, 
who was flying the aeroplane, looking 
at me over his shoulder in disbelief 
as I suddenly stopped firing the gun, 
frantically pulled my trousers down and 
started clutching at my groin like I had 
suddenly taken leave of my senses; all 
the while swearing my head off.

Shows the bomb release mechanism and .303 machine gun arrangement on an early model 
Cessna 206 owned by a Bulawayo Flight member 

Shows Colin Bickle firing from his own Cessna 206 at practice ground targets with the .303 
machine gun. I was flying the aeroplane from the right seat at the time.

 The noise was horrendous.

BSAP PRAW TRAINING DAY MIKADO FARM. MATPROV. - BOB NEEDHAM
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Next on the agenda was a ground 
attack demonstration by Robin in 
his Bonanza. Targets were set up in 
the stubble of a mealie field close 
to where we were all standing. 
Robin did a couple of low passes 
and as expected, blasted the crap 
out of the target with his .303 
machine guns. He then set up for a 
third pass and as he dived we were 
close enough to see the grenade 
leave the aeroplane from where 
we stood. The explosion was not 
as loud as I would have expected 
but just afterwards a swarm of 
angry bees flew over our heads. 
As Robin positioned for a second 
grenade drop reality started to set 
in for the group as it dawned on 
us that the angry swarm of bees 
was in fact grenade shrapnel. For 
as the second grenade exploded 
everyone was ready for a second 
swarm of bees and as I looked 
around, I saw that I was not the 
only one in the crouched position.

Unlike the beginning of the day, it 
did, after all, end with a bang!

Bob Needham
25th August 2021
Wauchope, NSW Australia

Shows Robin coming in fast for the first grenade run. He released the grenade about a 
second after the picture was taken. I did not take a picture off the second grenade 

run as I was too busy hugging the ground.

Is probably from the mid seventies and was  taken by the local newspaper on an earlier training day at our flying school’s home aerodrome, 
Induna. The names are shown underneath and note that  I still had a full beard at the time. 

Shows Robin Watson in his Bonanza peeling off after putting in a practice strafing attack with his 
wing mounted machine guns. The white puffs under the aeroplane are from his bullet strikes.

BSAP PRAW TRAINING DAY MIKADO FARM. MATPROV. - BOB NEEDHAM

http://hdfc.com.au/
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Many flying dreams have been made 
a reality at Recreational Aviation 
Australia (RAAus). As the main body in 
Australia responsible for administering 
ultralight, recreational and Light Sport 
Aircraft (LSA) operations, it has been 
actively supporting the future of 
aviation in Australia.

One way it does this is via the RAAus 
scholarships. These are awarded 
annually to people wanting to learn 
to fly, become maintainers or to 
be a flying instructor. The RAAus 
scholarships are a much coveted 
opportunity for people who yearn to 
take to the skies and go even further in 
their flying journey.

Bruce Dunlop is an upcoming flying 
instructor who has recently received a 
scholarship from the RAAus. Bruce got 
his scholarship at the age of 68 and 
he has fully immersed himself in an 
instructor training course. We spoke to 
Bruce about his flying experiences and 
where he plans to soar off into next.

WHAT MADE YOU APPLY FOR 
THE RAAUS SCHOLARSHIP?

I’m a member of the Hastings District 
Flying Club (HDFC) and flying has 
always been a part of my life. I love 
having the skills and freedom to 
take a plane up on my own. There’s 
something about the passion of 
flying that makes me want to do 
more with it. It’s not enough to simply 
be able to fly solo.

When I was thinking about the 
RAAus scholarship and obtaining my 
instructors rating, part of it was for 
my own personal development in 
reaching for another challenge, but 
it’s also something I want to do for 
the betterment of our HDFC club. I’m 
all for sharing the good stuff. I want 
to pass on my skills and experience 
to newcomers and associates and 
feel I have something to offer.

I think passion needs to be fed in 
order to grow. I’m never tired of 

learning something new and when 
you give something away, you also 
receive. I am really excited and grateful 
to have obtained the scholarship - it 
will contribute greatly to the cost of 
training. It’s a big motivation for me.

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF 
GOING (OR FLYING) FROM 
HERE?

Ultimately, I want to teach people of 
all ages to fly safely, skillfully and with 
confidence. Flying is an indescribable 
experience, it’s not something I can put 
into words or show you. You’ve to feel 
it for yourself, the immense pleasure of 
not just flying but of being able to do it 
solo. I want to take the next steps that 
come so I can gain as much experience 
as I can, and clock up my hours 
instructing. I want to gain a senior 
instructor rating. And who knows what 
I’ll do next after that!

Bruce Dunlop got the RAAus scholarship at the age of 68 and he is taking a flying instructor training course.

BRUCE DUNLOP IS PASSING ON THE FLYING SPIRIT - VERONICA LIND
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ARE THERE ANY BARRIERS TO 
ACHIEVING YOUR GOAL?

Some people have been a bit taken 
aback and skeptical about applying for 
a flying scholarship at my age. There are 
also those who were really encouraging 
and impressed and even motivated by 
what I’m doing. Flying is very much a 
part of my life. It’s driven by something 
much more than age. What really 
matters is, if you have something to give 
back to the community, I say go for it.

I still have about four more months to 
go before I finish the part-time course 
and am qualified to instruct. And I’m 
enjoying every minute of it!

WHAT IS INVOLVED IN 
YOUR TRAINING TO BE AN 
INSTRUCTOR?

Most of the teaching is practical. And 
what is really cool is the training aircraft 
itself is the classroom. Really makes you 
want to jump out of bed and get to class 
everyday!

The main part of my training is to 
develop my own “patter”. What this 
means is to be able to give clear 
instructions, to demonstrate and coach 
the student. It’s a remarkably busy and 
challenging environment to teach in. 
Now I’m flying with a training instructor 
who acts as my student and is helping 
me develop my teaching technique.

HOW CAN PEOPLE 
INTERESTED GET INVOLVED IN 
FLYING?

Flying is a wonderful sport and 
requires mental and physical 
preparation, training and it comes with 
its unique challenges. The pay off is 
well worth it, and people who do start 
learning how to fly find themselves 
wanting to learn and train more with 
each flight.

The HDFC is a great place to start. It’s 
been the professional flying school to 
go to since 1958, so it’s accumulated a 
lot of flying hours over the generations 
of instructors and students and it 
hasn’t waned!

It’s not simply just a place you go to 
train and graduate and be done with 
it. HDFC is a place close to my heart 
and it has become a special place 
where everyone who loves flying goes. 
There’s a sense of shared passion 
there and with so much generosity 
among the instructors sharing their 
knowledge and experience. We have 
a lot of young people coming in and 
instructors at HDFC are all too happy 
to take them under their wings. Ray 
Lind is our Chief Flying Instructor there 
and he has described HDFC really well 
as a flying school that produces “great 
and respected pilots”. The HDFC has 
a high quality and standard which it 
has maintained over the years and I 

believe that has generated a lot of not 
just trust in them but it has also seeded 
a lot of interest and motivation in the 
younger generation in the community. 

The HDFC club has become another 
home for many of us, so if you can’t find 
me at home, you can probably try the 
HDFC Club!

LEARN TO FLY WITH THE HDFC

If you’re curious and just want a taste 
of what it is like to be up among the 
clouds in a plane as a pilot, the HDFC 
has a Discovery Flight experience you 
can try out. You’ll get to fly in a Sling 
aircraft with one of HDFC’s professional 
flight instructors by your side. It lasts 
30 minutes and you’ll get a taste of the 
basics of taxiing, take-off, maintaining 
straight and level flight and all that while 
flying across the coast and town of Port 
Macquarie. Trust me, when you get up 
there, you’ll never see your town the 
same way again. It’s very likely you’ll fall 
in love with how beautiful it is.
Perhaps one day we’ll meet with you in 
the pilot’s seat in one of our club’s Sling 
2 aircraft, and who knows where we’ll 
take off to!

Bruce wants to teach people of all ages to fly safely, skillfully and with confidence.

BRUCE DUNLOP IS PASSING ON THE FLYING SPIRIT - VERONICA LIND

http://hdfc.com.au/
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ZARA RUTHERFORD 
CHASING HER DREAMS

Zara Rutherford, Photo Credit: Fly Zolo

http://hdfc.com.au/
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The World is at Zara Rutherford’s Feet. 
Move over Phileas Fogg. 

Zara Rutherford is the one in the cockpit 
now. She’s on a real life around-the-
world journey, and this is one exciting 
ride we do not want to miss. 

This extraordinary young woman is at 
this very moment, as you are reading 
this, high up in the skies in a small 
airplane. Flying solo. Around the world.

She is 19 years old and knows exactly 
what she wants. And she’s clearly out to 
get it. 

REWRITING A NEW REALITY FOR 
WOMEN

She wants to use her mission to 
encourage girls and young women to 
dare to dream and to go for it. 

There are two things that fuel Zara’s 
passion - aviation and STEM (science, 
technology, engineering and 
mathematics). By making this solo 

ZARA RUTHERFORD CHASING HER DREAMS - VERONICA LIND

Zara Rutherford flying solo on the Shark Aero at 19, Photo Credit: Fly Zolo

journey around the world, Zara hopes to 
encourage other girls and young women 
to chase their dreams, whether it is to 
start flying, enter STEM-related careers 
or anything that they are capable of 
imagining. 

We may be in the 21st century, but there 
is still a gender gap in industries such as 
aviation or in STEM. Many may not be 
aware of this, and the answers to a few 
simple questions leave us stumped.

Do you know how many commercial 
pilots are women? Only 5%. And what 
about computer scientists? How many 
are women? Just 15%. 
 
We can ask why in sectors with amazing 
careers and opportunities, there 
are so few women. The statistics do 
not make much sense. In the STEM 
industry, the gender inequality was 
recently highlighted in a documentary 
in 2020. MIT’s professor of biology 
Nancy Hopkins amongst other women 
scientists spoke up and brought to light 
the gender inequality in their sector. 

Zara is the new generation of 
young women who are not afraid of 
stepping up and giving themselves 
the opportunities they deserve. Zara’s 
role models are Lillian Bland, Bessie 
Coleman, Valentina Tereshkova and 
Amelia Earhart. 

And one day, other young girls will 
be citing Zara Rutherford as their role 
model. 

Photo Credit: Fly Zolo

http://hdfc.com.au/
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AS NATURAL AS FLYING

Rather than say Zara is flying out 
of her comfort zone to accomplish 
her mission, it is in taking to 
the skies that Zara is truly in her 
comfort zone. In fact, Zara has 
been flying for as long as she 
could remember. Her parents are 
experienced pilots so flying is 
very much in her DNA. It was only 
natural that she started on her 
flight training as soon as she was 
of age. She qualified as a pilot last 
year. 

And Zara’s certainly not sitting 
around with the qualification 
gathering dust somewhere!
Putting herself on the path to 
achieving her dreams is where she 
is comfortably genuine and true 
to herself. When Zara finishes her 
journey around the world, she will 
be the youngest woman in the 
world to accomplish that. 

STARTING POINT

On 18th August 2021, Zara’s amazing 
journey started. She will be covering 52 
countries across 5 continents. She first 
set off from Belgium and she headed 
west from there. 

If you are in any of these countries, 

look up to the skies, and you may just 
spot that small plane with Zara in it, 
trailblazing her way through the clouds. 
She will be passing through the UK, 
Iceland, Greenland, Canada, USA, Latin 
America to Colombia. She will then head 
back north via Alaska, to Russia, China, 
Indonesia, India, Middle East and back 
to Belgium.

She plans to land in early November. You 
can even track where Zara is right this 
minute here. Talk about the wonders of 
technology!

ZARA RUTHERFORD CHASING HER DREAMS - VERONICA LIND

Baby Zara, Photo Credit: Fly Zolo

Zara’s journey, Photo Credit: Fly Zolo
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A FAST SHARK 

That’s what Zara is flying in. 

A Shark Aero is a high-performance 
ultralight aircraft manufactured in 
Europe. Small planes do not mean they 
are less powerful. This Shark is incredibly 
fast, reaching cruising speeds of 300 
km/h. ‘Cruising’ is hardly the appropriate 
term here to describe how it is moving! 
This is an aircraft that has been specially 
prepared for a long journey such as 
the one Zara has embarked on. It was 
designed and constructed as a fast 
cross-country airplane.

For those who are into planes, these 
amazing facts will make you want to 
jump into a Shark too:

• Two-seat tandem aircraft
• Retractable gear
• Smaller wing, variable-pitch propeller
• Uses the most advanced technology 

of carbon fibre epoxy composite
• Uncompromising on optimised 

aerodynamics
• The fastest ultralight aircraft to date 
• Optimum cruising speed of 140 

knots

• Proven by world speed record
• Received awards (e.g. the Aerokurier 

Readers Choice 2016 and Flieger 
Award 2012)

• Powered by ROTAX 912 ULS 100 
hp engine running WOODCOMP 
2-blade adjustable propeller

• Low operating costs
• Long service life
• Access to any public airport at 

optimum 

Also, its cockpit interior offers first class 
comfort so rest assured Zara is sitting 
comfortably where she is on her long 
journey. 

Zara definitely isn’t as ‘solo’ as it seems. 
Her trusty Shark is with her through her 
entire journey, and she is also supported 
and followed the world over on her 
website and social media channels. 

A CLEAR MISSION

This is one long journey that Zara has 
thoroughly thought through. And we’re 
not talking about just this solo flight. 
We’re talking about Zara’s mission to 
make a difference.

She has chosen charities and partners 
to raise awareness to encourage young 
girls and women to go further. Her aim is 
to inspire them to pursue their dreams, 
even if and especially if, those are in the 
traditionally male sphere. 

Beyond this flight, Zara has her future 
clearly mapped out. As clearly as her 
routes on this long journey. 

She has just completed her A-Levels 
in Mathematics, Further Mathematics, 
Economics, and Physics. She plans to 
study computer science or computer 
engineering in university. 

If you think flying around the world solo 
is a big enough challenge, you don’t 
know Zara well enough yet. She plans to 
go even further beyond the stratosphere. 

Her next dream is to become an 
astronaut. You really can’t keep Zara on 
the ground for long! She wants to fly, 
and we hope she does! 

Shoot for the moon, Zara!

ZARA RUTHERFORD CHASING HER DREAMS - VERONICA LIND

Zara flying the Shark Aero around the world, 
Photo Credit: Fly Zolo
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CFI REPORT OCT 2021

Flying training over the whole year has continued at a breathtaking rate with both 
of the Slings being booked seemingly non stop as well as the Foxbat doing quite a 
lot of flying as well. This has continued despite the ongoing lockdowns and various 
covid outbreaks locally. In the July school holidays with  the lockdown being set 
in place for the Greater Sydney Area, most locals remained in Port Macquarie so 
many of our school students had a chance to catch up  on their flying and several 
completed their Flight Tests. The relatively calm, sunny weather also encouraged 
many to come out and do some flying. 

In addition to the normal training, the holidays also provide an opportunity for our 
Cross Country Pilots to do multiple Navigation Exercises through the weeks in a bid 
to gain their Cross Country Endorsement in a very short time span.

The months of September and October 2021 have also proven to be extremely busy 
for HDFC. This is despite the fact that Sling 1624 had been out of the air for several 
weeks having the engine changed and the associated difficulties of getting extra 
parts to make it all work. As a result, Sling 8470 has been doing a sterling job in 
flying virtually non stop each day when the weather was satisfactory. Foxbat 8283 has 
also been used by Mike quite a lot, with several of his students specialising in this 
aircraft. The challenge, as always is to have all of the aircraft serviceable as much as 
possible and available for hire. Our engineer, Doug Toppazzini does a fantastic job 
in keeping our aircraft in the air. Jon Bown has also made himself available to help 
with his outstanding engineering skills. HDFC has two highly qualified engineers 
keeping us safe. 

Flying enquiries continue to be very strong with lots of TIFs being flown and new 
students commencing training.   

Ray Lind, 
CFI

CFI Ray Lind with student 
Pilot Chaitanya Randive

http://hdfc.com.au/
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FIRST SOLO AND PILOT CERTIFICATE ACHIEVEMENTS

CFI REPORT - RAY LIND

Naveen Lingaiah achieved his 
FIRST SOLO flight on 4.6.2021. 
Naveen has struggled greatly 
with his training with many fears 
and misconceptions creeping into 
his psyche. He was able to do a 
perfect landing for his first solo on 
a very chilly morning. 

Jabyn Beddoe gained his Pilot 
Certificate on 11.6.2021. Jabyn 
passed the rigorous flight test 
to show that he has the highly 
developed skills and training to 
hold this qualification. He is our 
fourth pilot so far this year to gain 
his wings. 

Steve Schwartz, exercised 
his brand new Passenger 
Endorsement on June 14 and 
actually did three separate 
passenger flights; the first being 
his son, Sam who has expressed 
an interest in learning to fly. Steve 
has also been checked out on 
the Foxbat so he’s also clocking 
up some hours there. Steve also 
made good use of the holidays 
with his Cross Country flying and 
has only one more dual Nav to go 
along with his Solo Nav.

Steve Schwartz completed 
his Cross Country Flight Test 
on 27.9.21. Steve had been 
moving very quickly through his 
Cross Country training but then 
his flight test got delayed with 
suspect weather and aircraft 
unserviceability.

http://hdfc.com.au/
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CFI REPORT - RAY LIND

Charles Hopely  gained his Cross 
Country Endorsement on June 28 
2021. Charles flew at a very high 
standard during his Flight Test. As 
soon has his test was registered 
with RAAus, Charles immediately 
set off on his own series of Navs. 
He really enjoys the thrill of Cross 
Country flying. 

Harry Freudenstein  passed his 
Flight Test and gained his Pilot 
Certificate and Wings on 3.7.2021. 
Harry displays great maturity and 
high level skills with his flying 
and will certainly achieve his aim 
of becoming a professional pilot 
based on his achievements so far.  

Harry Freudenstein gained 
his Passenger Endorsement on 
7.8.2021. He’s been coming out 
regularly to build up his total 
solo hours to ten since he gained 
his Pilot Certificate last month. 
He can now carry passengers 
and understands the huge 
responsibility that this privilege 
carries with it. 

Max Jambor flew his First Solo 
Flight in the Foxbat on 3.7.2021. 
Max is flying very accurately and 
has been trying desperately to 
gain his Certificate before he goes 
back to Sydney for work at the 
end of this month. 

Max Jambor gained his Pilot 
Certificate and wings on 2.8.2021. 
Max only did his First Solo last 
month so he has progressed 
through his training very quickly. 
Max has been training on the 
Foxbat and he can now proudly 
call himself a qualified pilot. 

Max Jambor gained his 
Passenger Endorsement on 
3.8.2021. After he gained his 
wings, he quickly built up his total 
of ten solo hours and was checked 
for his passenger carrying status. 
Max unfortunately had to go back 
to Sydney for his work and straight 
into lockdown.  

http://hdfc.com.au/
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CFI REPORT - RAY LIND

Jayden Barker gained his wings 
and Pilot Certificate on 7.7.2021. 
Jayden was one of our scholarship 
students from last year. He also 
flies very proficiently and displays 
immense maturity. Jayden has 
completed his training in 7 
months with his total flying time of 
only 25 hours. 

Peter Elfar has passed his Cross 
Country Endorsement in a 
very short period of time also. 
Peter had only reached Pilot 
Certificate Level on May 14 and 
now he has already passed his 
Cross Country Endorsement 
on 8.7.2021. His map reading 
skills are quite outstanding and 
his flying preparation is really 
commendable. He’s now ready to 
go out and enjoy flying the Bristell 
all over the country. 

Ivo Smyly achieved his First 
Solo on 14,7.2021. Ivo is an 
experienced hang glider pilot 
and he’s now living his dream of 
gaining his Pilot Certificate to fly 
‘real aeroplanes’.

Solomon Elfar also gained his 
First Solo status, on 14.7.2021. 
Solomon is the son of Peter Elfar, 
who only last month gained his 
Cross Country Endorsement. 
Solomon has been flying at 6am 
each training day which takes 
true dedication and commitment 
on the part of the student. He 
managed a perfect landing to 
complete his solo exercise.  

http://hdfc.com.au/
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Pat McDonnell  had the 
excitement of doing his First Solo 
on 18.7.2021.  He fits his training 
in around his busy work schedule 
of being a carpenter. He also did a 
great circuit and a nice landing for 
his exercise.

Sam Kennedy gained his Wings 
and passed his Pilot Certificate 
Flight Test on 30.7.2021. Sam has 
moved through his training very 
smoothly and efficiently and flew 
at a very professional standard 
during his test. He achieved his 
goal in only 28 hours flying time.

Max Roods very proudly 
completed his fist solo flight on 
13.8.21. Max had been delayed 
from achieving this milestone 
for several weeks because of 
unsatisfactory weather. He flew 
a perfect circuit to celebrate this 
goal. 

Luke Goodman very happily 
achieved his first solo goal on 
30.8.21. He was also on a tight 
time schedule and had to try and 
achieve his Solo status before 
going back to Sydney for work.

CFI REPORT - RAY LIND
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Peter Haxel  completed his RAAus Conversion Flight Test on 7.9.21. Peter was stranded here after 
Sydney was locked down so he decided to do his conversion onto the Sling. He has a GA background 
and normally flies a Bonanza. 

CFI REPORT - RAY LIND

Bob Needham completed his 
Senior Instructor Renewal in 
Foxbat 8283 on 9.9.21. Bob will 
be doing some flying with Bruce 
in the Foxbat to try and complete 
his Instructor Rating.

Matt Horton very happily and 
proudly achieved his First Solo on 
the morning of the 30.9.21.

Dan Imhoff completed his Pilot Conversion Flight Test on 5.10.21. Dan has an Air Force Flying background, 
is an ex airbus captain and now he flies a Piper Navajo survey aircraft. He thoroughly enjoys flying the 
much smaller recreational aircraft. 

Nick Muller also completed his Pilot Conversion Flight Test on 5.10.21. He flies with Dan in the survey 
aircraft and he has a CPL. 

http://hdfc.com.au/
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CFI REPORT - RAY LIND

Lloyd Kopecny achieved his first 
solo on 6.10.21. Lloyd was on a 
very tight schedule as he had to 
go back to Sydney for work. He’s 
been flying the Foxbat in quite 
challenging conditions in order 
to reach his goal on time. 

Lloyd Kopecny passed his 
Pilots Certificate Flight Test 
on 19.10.21. He tended to do 
multiple lessons each day to 
complete his training in this very 
short time frame. He then very 
quickly flew the extra 5 hours 
he needed for his Passenger 
Endorsement. This is indeed true 
dedication with lots of hard work 
from both Lloyd and Mike, his 
Instructor. 

Jett Cherry achieved his first 
solo 8.10.21. Jett is a school 
student and he’s also been doing 
multiple lessons per week to 
achieve this outstanding level. 

Rod Hall completed his 
Instructor Renewal on 21.10.21. 
Rod has been having a break 
from instructing since earlier this 
year but he’s now ready to get 
back into it and help out with our 
busy training schedule.

http://hdfc.com.au/
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From the huge number of Pilot Achievements, it’s easy to see that HDFC Is a VERY busy flying school. It is very gratifying to see 
HDFC excelling in its Flying Training and putting a huge smile on so many of our students’ faces. Our presentation night is going 
to be really huge! 

All of our instructors are working hard to maintain the goals of HDFC and of course safety and professionalism are always 
paramount in every flight that we do. Safety is everyone’s responsibility so this must always be at the forefront of our psyche. We 
do an incredible amount of flying, averaging something like 140 hours per month along with over 500 landings each month. It 
requires absolute vigilance from all of us to maintain a perfect safety record. 

Our success as a Flying Club as well as a Flying School is testament to the many people who all come together to make our 
flying dreams come true. Our huge thanks goes to all of the people involved who unselfishly work so hard to keep our club 
successful and strong.

Safe Flying, everyone!

Ray Lind  CFI  HDFC

CFI REPORT - RAY LIND
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TYPES OF FLYING TRAINING AT HDFC
TRIAL INSTRUCTIONAL FLIGHT (TIF): 
A Discovery Flight is a fantastic way to experience what flying is all about. With 
one of our professional flight instructors at your side, you will actually get to 
fly our aircraft! During a 40 minute hands-on flight, you will learn the basics of 
taxiing, take-off and maintaining straight and level flight. Best of all, you can 
log the flight time in your pilot’s logbook if you decide to continue training. 
Costs $150 when flying in the Sling. 

PILOT CERTIFICATE: 
Pilot training course conducted in accordance with the RA-AUS Operations 
Manual. 

GA PILOT CONVERSION: 
If you are an existing GA pilot, why not think about gaining your Recreational 
Pilot Certificate. Minimum 5 hours including 1 hour solo.

RIGHT HAND SEAT SAFETY COURSE: 
An excellent course for partners of pilots who fly regularly in the right hand 
seat. We will teach you aeroplane handling skills, how to land and emergency 
procedures. 

ENDORSEMENT TRAINING: 
• Passenger Carrying
• Cross Country
• High Performance 

BIENNIAL FLIGHT REVIEW (BFR): 
BFRs are available for existing RA-Aus Pilot Certificate holders. 

GROUND COURSES:
• Basic Aeronautical Knowledge (BAK)
• Navigation and Meteorology

         * Ground courses are subject to minimum number requirements. 
 Please contact CFI for course details

MORE INFORMATION:
www.hdfc.com.au/flying-training-in-port-macquarie

ESTIMATED FLYING TRAINING 
COSTS

Recreational Aviation Pilot 
Certificate (total estimated at 
$5,000 minimum)

HDFC membership (must have):
$100/year

RAAus membership (must have): 
<18 $189/year plus $25 joining fee
>18 $275/year plus $25 joining fee

Basic Aeronautical Knowledge Theory 
Kit (BAK): 
$100

BAK briefings (must do) 12 topics, 
about 12-15 hours: 
$30/hour

Aircraft hire (25-30 hours): 
$150/hour (5% bonus available for 10 
hours pre-paid)

Instructor (20-25 hours): 
$70/hour

What aircraft do we train in?

 All ab initio flying training are in the 
Sling2 or Foxbat.

For more course details contact: 
lindflight@gmail.com

The Hastings District Flying Club (Port Macquarie Recreational Aviation) is a leader in Recreational Flying Training 
specialising in professional pilot development.

Our enthusiastic team of highly professional and experienced flying instructors draws on experience from many facets of 
aviation and will ensure that your flying training is conducted thoroughly, professionally and to the highest standards.

Training is conducted at Port Macquarie Airport (YPMQ) in a friendly atmosphere.

FLYING TRAINING IN PORT MACQUARIE 

http://hdfc.com.au/
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Buy a Discovery Flight 
Voucher at $150 

A 30-40 minute “hands on” flight 
designed to allow you to experience 
being a pilot to decide if you would 

like to start flying training.

www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/Vouch-
er-Trial-Introductory-Flight-p44667992

WANT TO KNOW WHAT FLYING IS ALL ABOUT?

BUY NOW

https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/Voucher-Trial-Introductory-Flight-p44667992
https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/Voucher-Trial-Introductory-Flight-p44667992
https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/Voucher-Trial-Introductory-Flight-p44667992 
https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/Voucher-Trial-Introductory-Flight-p44667992
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Our #CFI, Ray Lind took Harrison for a Discovery Flight around Port Macquarie. He’s a serious little pilot taking care of what to do 
with each of the controls.

His Dad said after the flight - “Harrison hasn’t shut up after the flight. That,s so good, thanks again. He really loved it up there. He 
has said “Ray” about 200 times since he got in the car lol. You have a fan, Harrison said to say “see you next school holidays”

Want to know what flying is all about. Buy a Discovery Flight:
www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/Voucher-Trial-Introductory-Flight-p44667992

http://hdfc.com.au/
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ORDER NOW
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By RAY LIND, 
Club Captain Hastings District Flying Club

We enjoyed lovely, fine weather for our June PPD, 2021 with the usual slight 
crosswinds and bumps. Today we started with the 1000’ Spot Landing Exercise 
followed by the River Bash and finished up with the Practiced Forced Landing 
Exercise. 

We had seven (7) pilots take advantage of the HDFC cheap flying rates to help 
maintain proficiency and currency for our members. We also had the pleasure of 
welcoming two new pilots to the PPDs.  Abbey Sheather-Welsh and A.J.Crawford 
joined us for the first time to participate in our challenging PPD flying activities.

1000’ SPOT LANDING
In this exercise the pilot has to fly a perfect circuit with correct altitudes, speeds 
and checks completing  the exercise with a landing in the scoring boxes on the 
big white touchdown markers. This is great circuit practice for all pilots to test 
their accuracy. 

1st Rod Davison 115 pts, 2nd  Steve Schwartz 112  pts, 3rd Abbey Sheather-
Welsh 91 pts.
 
RIVER BASH
This exercise tests the pilots’ coordinated flying skills at low level. Each pilot 
flies up the Maria River at 600’, keeping the aircraft exactly in balance while 
maintaining a position exactly in the middle of the river. 

1st  A.J. Crawford 50 pts (first time competitor), 2nd Rod Davison 48 pts, 3rd 
Mark Crawford 47. Scores were very close in this exciting event. 

FORCED LANDING
The Forced Landing was carried out from above the field at 2000’ and had to 
include all trouble checks.No pilot was able to touch down in the scoring boxes 
today but everyone made it back to the airfield successfully. 

1st Abbey Sheather-Welsh 40 pts (first time competitor), Rod Davison 36 pts, 3rd 
Steve Schwartz 35 pts. 

BONUS POINTS
These points are gained for perfect landings regardless of whether the pilot is in 
the scoring boxes. The landing has to be smooth and take place with the column 
hard back at the completion of the landing whilst maintaining a position exactly 
in the middle of the runway to score a maximum of 20 points for each landing. 
Today we did two (2) landings, (Max 40 pts) and our impressive pilots were: 
1st Mark Whatson 40 pts. (Mark obviously did some very good landings on the 
day) 
2nd Steve Schwartz, Mark Crawford and A. J. Crawford all on  20 pts. 

OVERALL
Congratulations to our two first time competitors, Abbey Sheather-Welsh and 
A.J. Crawford for their outstanding flying efforts. 

1st With some totally outstanding and accurate flying, our winner for the first 
time and taking the monthly medal was:  Steve Schwartz on 210 points
2nd Rod Davison, 189 points. 
3rd Mark Crawford, 184 points. 

Congratulations to all of our pilots who participated in this important day’s 
flying to help maintain proficiency, currency and confidence. 

Captain’s Report
 JUNE FLYING COMPETITION 2021 

2nd Rod Davison, 189 points

1st Steve Schwartz on 210 points

CAPTAIN’S REPORT - RAY LIND
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What a great day! 6 pilots competed in 
challenging conditions with an 11 knot 
crosswind and mild turbulence. Everyone 
appreciated the opportunity to practise 
their crosswind landing skills. This is a very 
powerful reason to keep current. We can 
all do this by joining this monthly event 
at a small cost of around $50. (0.50hours) 
This low cost is very generously offered by 
HDFC in an endeavour to keep our pilots at 
the top of their game and to have fun at the 
same time. 

EVENT WINNERS: 

PARTIAL ENGINE FAILURE DOWNWIND
1st Rod Davison 100pts,  
2nd Steve Schwartz 62pts, 
3rd Mark Whatson 57pts. 

RIVER BASH
1st  Rod Davison & Steve Schwartz  56pt, 
2nd Jacob Dowd 49pts, 
3rd Mark Whatson 45pts. 

FORCED LANDING. 
1st Mark Whatson (again!) 41pts, 
2nd Rod Davison and Steve Schwartz 35pts, 
3rd Jacob Dowd 29pts 

OVERALL
1st Rod Davison 181pts
2nd Steve Schwartz & Mark Whatson 163pts
3rd Jacob Dowd 120pts

Well done to all, especially to student pilot, 
Jacob Dowd.  All students are welcome 
to compete as an instructor is always 
available to fly with any student who 
would like to fly during any of our fun and 
beneficial PPDs. 

By RAY LIND, 
Club Captain Hastings District Flying Club

Captain’s Report
JULY FLYING COMPETITION 2021

CAPTAIN’S REPORT - RAY LIND

1st Rod Davison 181pts

2nd Steve Schwartz 163pts

3rd Jacob Dowd 120pts
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By RAY LIND, 
Club Captain Hastings District Flying Club

Today we had perfect flying weather for our September Flying PPD, 2021. 
We also welcomed Harry Freudenstein to his first PPD and he immediately 
saw the benefits of flying in these currency exercises. Harry only recently 
gained his RPC (Recreational Pilots Certificate) and he flew very well, as you’ll 
see from the results. We had six (6) pilots take advantage of the HDFC cheap 
flying rates to help maintain proficiency and currency for our members.

CIRCUIT GLIDE / SPOT LANDING
In this exercise the pilot has to fly a perfect circuit but maintains 1000’ on 
base leg to the turn onto finals. On finals  the pilot then simulates a total 
engine failure and glides into the touchdown markers. This exercise is similar 
to what happens at the end point of a normal glide approach. Today this did 
prove to be rather tricky and although everyone made it back to the runway 
nicely none got into the scoring boxes. Our highest scoring pilots were:
1st Harry Freudenstein and Mark Whatson 74 pts, 2nd A.J. Crawford 72 pts. 
 
RIVER BASH
This exercise involves a coordinated Flying Exercise up the Maria River 
at exactly 600’.The pilot has to keep the aircraft in balance with the 
rudder (extremely important at low level) during some steep turns whilst 
maintaining a position exactly over the middle of the river. This is great fun 
but does require some intense concentration from the pilot. 
1st Mark Whatson and Rod Davison 59 pts, 
2nd  Mark Crawford, A.J.Crawford and Steve Schwartz 56 pts.

FORCED LANDING
This exercise simulates a total engine failure over the top of the runway and 
the pilot has to glide the aircraft safely to a suitable landing area while going 
through all of the trouble checks. Mark Whatson once again judged this 
exercise perfectly and landed in the 50 point scoring box. Wonderful to see!
1st Mark Whatson 99 pts, 2nd Steve Schwartz 50pts, 
3rd Harry Freudenstein and A.J.Crawford 42 pts.

BONUS POINTS
These points are gained for perfect landings regardless of whether the pilot 
is in the scoring boxes. The landing has to be smooth and take place with the 
column hard back whilst maintaining a position exactly in the middle of the 
runway to score a maximum of 20 points for each landing. Our impressive 
pilots today were: (Max 40 pts)
1st Rod Davison and Steve Schwartz 20 pts,  2nd Harry Freudenstein 10 pts. 

OVERALL
We use a handicap system for our PPD Flying where previous winners are 
given a ten (10) point handicap for each month that they win. Rod Davison 
has already won three (3) times so he is on a 30 point handicap so far this 
year and Steve Schwartz is on a handicap of 10 pts. 

1st With some totally outstanding and accurate flying, especially with the 
Forced Landing, our winner today was:  Mark Whatson with 232 points. 
2nd Steve Schwartz 185 pts. 
3rd  Harry Freudenstein and  A.J.Crawford 170 pts. 

What a fantastic flying day we all had!  Great flying, fantastic weather 
and close comradeship. This is what HDFC flying is all about!
Well done to all of our participants. 

Captain’s Report
SEPTEMBER FLYING COMPETITION 2021 

3rd A.J.Crawford 170 pts

3rd  Harry Freudenstein 170 pts

1st Mark Whatson 232 pts

CAPTAIN’S REPORT - RAY LIND
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By RAY LIND, 
Club Captain Hastings District Flying Club

We enjoyed lovely, fine weather for our October PPD, 2021 but conditions were 
quite challenging at times with the usual  crosswinds and turbulence. We had 
nine (9) pilots take advantage of the HDFC cheap flying rates to help maintain 
proficiency and currency. It’s also great to see several of our younger pilots 
now getting involved as well. They can see that these exercises are extremely 
beneficial to their flying currency as well as learning new skills.

Today we welcomed Bodhi Hinchcliff  and Jake Stuckey to their very first PPD as 
well as Jacob Dowd, and Harry Freudenstein, both very new PPD participants. 
Great to see David Toulson, our Treasurer fly today as well. The PPDs offer some 
‘high powered’ flying that really gets your attention as well as making you a safer, 
more confident pilot. The exercises we did today were as follows:

PARTIAL ENGINE FAILURE / SPOT LANDING
In this exercise we reduce the power to 3000 RPM on the Downwind Leg to 
simulate a partial engine failure. The pilot then has to immediately assume the 
best glide speed and keep the aircraft in the air long enough to make it back 
to the runway and the scoring boxes. Bodhi Hinchcliff excelled in this difficult 
exercise and scored a 50 point box for his touchdown. Mark Crawford was the 
only other pilot to gain a box score of 10 points. Our highest scoring pilots were:
1st Bodhi Hinchcliff 102 pts,  2nd Mark Whatson 65 pts,  3rd Jake Stuckey, Jacob 
Dowd, Harry Freudenstein and Steve Schwartz, all on 60 pts.
 
RIVER BASH
This is a coordinated flying exercise at low level (600’) where each pilot has to fly 
up the Maria River. The pilot flies exactly over the middle of the river, maintains 
600’ and has the aircraft in balance the whole exercise. This is very exciting as you 
can imagine and gives you a fantastic view of this lovey Port Macquarie feature.
1st Harry Freudenstein 62 pts, 2nd  Rod Davison 59 pts, 3rd Bodhi Hinchcliff 56 
pts.

FORCED LANDING
The Forced Landing was carried out from above the field at 2000’ and had to 
include all of the necessary trouble checks. This is great practice for every pilot in 
case the unthinkable event of an engine failure really does occur.
1st Mark Whatson 79 pts, 2nd Rod Davison 75 pts, 3rd Harry Freudenstein 71 pts. 

BONUS POINTS
These points are gained for perfect landings regardless of whether the pilot is in 
the scoring boxes. The landing has to be smooth and take place with the column 
hard back whilst maintaining a position exactly in the middle of the runway to 
score a maximum of 20 points for each landing. So, out of a possible 40 points 
our best pilots today were:
1st Jake Stuckey 30 pts. 2nd Mark Whatson and David Toulson 20 pts. 

OVERALL
With some totally outstanding and super accurate flying, we had the very 
unusual situation of two pilots gaining equal first! Both scoring exactly 200 
points were:  Bodhi Hinchcliff and Mark Whatson. Bodhi was particularly excited 
because he hasn’t even completed his Pilot Certificate test yet! This is an amazing 
achievement and it shows how good some of our students are.
2nd Harry Freudenstein 193 points. 
3rd Steve Schwartz 181 points. 

Congratulations to all of our pilots who participated in this important day’s 
flying to help maintain proficiency, currency and confidence. 

Captain’s Report
 OCTOBER FLYING COMPETITION 2021 

2nd Harry Freudenstein 193 pts

1st Bodhi Hinchcliff and 
Mark Whatson 200 pts

CAPTAIN’S REPORT - RAY LIND
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WEATHER TIPS 
FOR PILOTS 
AND OTHERS
 
Do you only listen to the forecasts to 
decide whether it’s a good day to fly 
or stay home?  How about making up 
your own mind with some of these 
indications.

The first thing to do is to have a look at 
the sky. Are any clouds taller than they 
are wide?  If so, bad weather is more 
likely.

Here is another. The more different 
cloud types you can see, the worse the 
forecast.

The smoother and flatter the bases of 
the clouds are, the better the weather 

is likely to be. Jagged or spiky cloud 
bottoms indicate that rain has started or 
is more likely.

Now it’s time to shift our focus to the 
wind. Look at the windsock or go for 
a walk, say around the block,  Feel the 
wind and compare it to the forecast one 
which says what direction it is supposed 
to be coming from and how strong it is 
supposed to be. 
It is likely to be a lot different to what you 
have felt around you..

Now remember that the wind changes 
dramatically with height and once we 
appreciate that we can start finding 
clues. If the wind carrying the lowest 
clouds changes direction, it means a 
massive weather change is on the way. 
A major change in wind direction means 
that a front is about to go through. 
Rain and strong winds are almost 
guaranteed and storms become much 
more likely. 

Rain showers are more often in the 
afternoons. However, if you see cows or 
sheep packed into a corner of a field and 
avoiding high ground, then bad weather 
could be on the way.

Perching birds are also worth watching. 
They tend to face into the wind. Their 
feathers aren’t ruffled and it makes 
taking off easier, so, if we see the birds 
are perching one way at breakfast and 
another way at lunchtime, we can tell 
that the wind has changed and rain is 
possible before nightfall.

Don’t ask yourself if there is a weather 
sign out there, there always is. Just ask 
yourself what it is trying to tell you says 
Tristan Gooley in his book The Secret 
World of Weather (Spectre) from which 
these excerpts have been taken.

Pat McDonnell
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WELCOME NEW 
HDFC MEMBERS
SEPT 

Rex Nottage
Pablo Aquilar
Dawen Shi
Nikhil Jotsingani               
Jett Cherry
Peter Haxell
Bhawana Hinduja Jotsingani
Mathew Hibbert
Lloyd Kopecny
James Turner
Praveen Rajuladevi

OCTOBER :

Dan Imhoff
Michael Mills
Pedrioli Delio
Nat Burgio
Robert Breskal
Nickolas Muller
Alasdair Thomson

WE INTRODUCE YOU TO THE NEW HDFC COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Top left: President Rod Davison, Vice-President and Facilities Manager Steve Smith, Aircraft Maintenance Jon Bown, 
Events Co-ordinator Steve Schwartz, Secretary Bruce Dunlop; Marketing, PR and Communications Veronica Lind; 

Vice-President, CFI and Club Captain Ray Lind, Treasurer and Public Officer David Toulson.

We’re very grateful that Mick Sheppo could join us for the Bobcat Formation 
and share his wonderful photos. 
Read about him here: www.brilliant-online.com/post/introducing-port-
macquaries-quiet-and-introspective-photographer-mick-sheppo

MICK SHEPPO, PHOTOGRAPHER

http://hdfc.com.au/
https://www.brilliant-online.com/post/introducing-port-macquaries-quiet-and-introspective-photographer-mick-sheppo
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Order 
2022 
HDFC 
Calendars
Better, Stronger, Glossier 
HDFC 2022 Double A4 size 
Hanging Wall Calendar

Support the club by 
purchasing our calendars.

• New enhanced design  
and layout

• 29.7 x 21 cm when folded, 
29.7 x 42 cm when 
unfolded. 2-page spread, 
hangs unfolded, with spiral 
binding in the middle

• Premium Glossy 300 gsm 
paper stock. Thicker, with 
a luxe gloss that helps 
photos pop.

• Durable spiral binding
• Indicative PPD and 

sausage sizzle dates.

ORDER NOW FOR $32

http://hdfc.com.au/
https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/HDFC-2022-Double-A4-Hanging-Calendars-p158904447
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AIRCRAFT FOR HIRE FLIGHTS

Sling - $150/hour ($180/hour for non-members)

Cessna 182 VH-DUZ - contact David Mitchell

MEMBERSHIPS

JOIN THE CLUB - If you wish to join us 
as a member of the Hastings District 
Flying Club, please download our 
Membership Kit here:
http://goo.gl/jlK4C7 

Flying membership - $100
Social membership - $40
Junior membership - $11

PAYMENT OF ACCOUNTS

Members who direct deposit account 
payments are reminded to reference 
their deposit with their name. This 
includes deposits made at Regional 
Australia Bank branches.

The bank details are:
Regional Australia Bank, Hastings 
District Flying Club,
BSB: 932 000
Acct No: 500021367

You can also pay your account with 
EFTPOS or a Visa or MasterCard, but 
you will need to come to the club. We 
are unable to take such payments over 
the phone.

MERCHANDISE

Visit our online store - www.hdfc.com.
au/online-store
Shirt - $35
Broad brim hat - $25
Cap - $20
Cloth badge - $4
Come Fly With Me Book - $5
Fly Boy Book by Geoff Litchfield - $20

FLIGHTS

Discovery Flight - $150 - purchase 
online www.hdfc.com.au/online-
store/Voucher-Trial-Introductory-
Flight-p44667992 or call us
Hangar rental - $190 per month

FOLLOW US

www.facebook.com/HDFCPMQ
www.facebook.com/groups/
HDFCgroup/

www.instagram.com/hdfcpmq

www.hdfc.com.au/news

AIRCRAFT, FLIGHTS, MEMBERSHIPS & MERCHANDISE

http://hdfc.com.au/
http://goo.gl/jlK4C7 
https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store 
https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store 
https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/Voucher-Trial-Introductory-Flight-p44667992
https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/Voucher-Trial-Introductory-Flight-p44667992
https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/Voucher-Trial-Introductory-Flight-p44667992
https://www.facebook.com/HDFCPMQ
https://www.facebook.com/groups/HDFCgroup/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/HDFCgroup/
https://www.instagram.com/hdfcpmq
https://www.hdfc.com.au/propwash-newsletters
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It is the individual pilot’s responsibility to care for our valuable aircraft. This not only involves washing and keeping them 
clean and tidy but also in general movement of any aircraft within the hangar. Treat our aircraft as your very own because as 
a member you have part ownership of these aircraft. Please take care of them and help us keep our costs down by looking 
after them.

WHY AN AIRCRAFT WASHING 
ROSTER?  

Our aircraft are our purpose. It is vital 
we care for these valuable assets. 
The benefits of regular washing and 
cleaning are numerous. 

A roster is the best way to ensure this 
regularity.

WHY ME?  

This email is being sent to all regular 
Sling pilots. The HDFC committee 
believes it is the responsibility of all 
pilots who fly club aircraft to ensure 
they are maintained in a clean and tidy 
manner. 

Sharing the load benefits all and keeps 
costs down.

HOW DOES IT WORK?  

Two people are scheduled on a 

fortnightly basis. Washing can occur at 
any time during this period. The first 
person listed should contact the other 
to arrange a suitable time. Book the 
aircraft on the calendar.

If you cannot perform your duty in the 
allocated time period you may arrange 
a swap with another team.  Any 
changes should be clearly shown on 
the noticeboard roster.

THE DUTY.  

Both Slings are to be washed. This can 
occur simultaneously or one after the 
other. Division of labour is your choice.

A box of cleaning materials including 
instructions is in the hangar. Please 
read instructions especially with regard 
to Perspex.

When finished please date and sign 
the duty roster also found in the box 
of cleaning materials.

AIRCRAFT WASHING 

QUESTIONS?  

Please contact me if you have any 
questions or problems concerning this 
roster. I will act as the coordinator.

Thank you for your assistance in 
sharing the load.

Rod Davison

Photographer: Mick Sheppo

http://hdfc.com.au/
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AIRCRAFT WASHING ROSTER 2021/2022

FORTNIGHT BEGINNING TEAM PHONE

25/10 TO 8/11 STEPHEN GOOCH 0410701662

PATRICK MCDONNELL 0433033840

8/11 TO 22/11 MAX ROODS 0447904757

OLIVER TAYLOR 0466073505

22/11 TO 6/12 SOLOMAN ELFAR 0448501450

JABYN BEDDOE 0478087533

6/12 TO 20/12 CHRIS DOAK 0428468564

DAWEN SHI 0431277718

20/12/21 TO 3/1/22 JACOB DOWD 0409927763

BODHI HINCHCLIFFE 0434030017

3/1 TO 17/1 HARRY FREUDENSTEIN 0481294284

AAROHI DESHMUKH 0469813130

17/1 TO 31/1 JAYDEN BARKER 0478607211

LIAM ROSS 0421835880

31/1 TO 14/2 STEVE SCHWARTZ 0423909869

IVO SMYLY 0409631162

14/2 TO 28/2 PRAVEEN RAJULADEVI 0452328119

MATTHEW HORTON 0414923561

HDFC HOSPITALITY ROSTER 2021/2022
Duty is from 5pm to 8pm of a Friday evening. If unavailable arrange a swap.

5th Nov  Steve Smith

12th Nov  Ray Lind

19th Nov  Jon Bown

26th Nov  Rod Davison

3rd Dec  Bruce Dunlop

10th Dec    Steve Schwartz

17th Dec  Rod Davison

31st Dec  Ray Lind

7th Jan  Jon Bown

14th Jan  Steve Smith

21st Jan  Steve Schwartz

28th Jan  Bruce Dunlop

http://hdfc.com.au/


MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE &
FLYING INSTRUCTORS

President  
Chief Flying Instructor  

Senior Flying Instructor
Secretary  
Treasurer  

Editor, Marketing and Communications 
Facilities Manager  

Senior Flying Instructor 
Senior Flying Instructor  

RAAus & GA Senior Flying Instructor  
RAAus Flying Instructor

Flying Instructor

Rod Davison | T: 0419 632 477 | E: president@hdfc.com.au  
Ray Lind | T: 0428 820 698 | E: lindflight@gmail.com  
Steve Smith | T: 0405 775 192 | E: sfrqsmith@me.com 
Bruce Dunlop | T: 0414 594 223 | E: secretary@hdfc.com.au  
David Toulson | T: 0418 668 355 | E: treasurer@hdfc.com.au 
Veronica Lind | T: 0407 779 828 | E: marketing@hdfc.com.au  
Mark Crawford | T:  0415 554 619 | E: mc.1961@bigpond.com  
Mike Bullock | T: 0414 580 246 | E: mrbullock@iinet.net.au  
Bob Needham | T: 0481 327 931 | E: induna191@gmail.com  
David Massey | T: 0403.925.462 | E: david@massey.nu  
Rod Hall | T: 0418 229 232 | E: rod@jetfighter.com.au
Brian Chow | T: 0428 697 010 | E: chow1bri@icloud.com

HASTINGS DISTRICT FLYING CLUB

P.O. Box 115, Port Macquarie, NSW 2444 
T: (02) 6583 1695   |   E: president@hdfc.com.au

www.hdfc.com.au
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HASTINGS DISTRICT FLYING CLUB 
is where Aviators, their families and friends come together 

to share their flying dreams since 1958

Since 1958, the Hastings District Flying Club (HDFC) Port Macquarie 
brings aviators, their family and friends together 

to share their flying dreams. 

HDFC encourages air-mindedness and interest 
in aviation of the Hastings district.

It operates a flying club and recreational 
aviation flying school  with a hangar and club house at 

Port Macquarie Airport on the NSW Mid North Coast.  
Friday night is Club Night from 5pm, 

with a sausage sizzle every 1st Friday. Visitors welcome.  

Club membership is $100 (flying) and $40 (social). 
The club owns two Slings which is available for hire by 

HDFC Members for $150/hr (including GST).  

 A monthly flying competition to improve professional pilot proficiency 
and Steak and Sausage Sizzle lunch is held at the club house 

on the 3rd Sunday of each month.

HASTINGS DISTRICT FLYING CLUB

P.O. Box 115, Port Macquarie, NSW 2444  
T: (02) 6583 1695   |   E: president@hdfc.com.au 

www.hdfc.com.au
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